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JADD is a non for profit civil society organization, created in 2015 and made up mostly of young volunteers whose ages vary between 18 and 35 years old. It is recognized at the national level and it is located in Yaounde, in the premises of the council of the district of Yaounde 6. And lead activities in others councils in Cameroon. JADD works on issues related to sustainable development (awareness and the popularization of SDG’s in a youth milieu), organises educational discussions with young girls, on issues of sexuality, questions related to the rights and the duties of women and girls in society. It often assist children in distress in orphanages, refugee centers, through food and clothing donations. This Association has carried out awareness raising project in the fight against HIV/AIDS, the fight against violence against women and in the the framework of tolerance and the promotion of peace. She has created and installed SD’S Clubs (Sustainable Development) in few schools in Yaounde 6. JADD also leads activities related to fishing and farming.

VISION

In the next 14 years, disadvantaged and marginalized population increasingly access the tools of coexistence, structural, logistical, communicative and organizational facilities for their better socio-economic and cultural integration; to be sustainable and equitable in their environment.

GLOBAL OBJECTIVE

develop a global partnership of specific actions for the socio-economic and cultural development, sustainable and equitable of disadvantaged populations and marginalized in a healthy, fair and prosperous environment.

MISSION

to achieve its objectives, JADD’S mission is to develop strategies through gender-sensitive actions that can improve the living standard of disadvantaged and marginalized populations; More specifically, to ensure development in their area of intervention.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ministry of Economy, Planning and Regional Development (MINEPRD).
Ah quelle souffrance!!!
Comment s'ensortir !! Oui allô! prend en compte les transactions dernières!!

Ensemble transformons nos rêves en actions visibles

TEL: +237 670 15 89 59 / 693 34 55 54, Email : jadd.info@gmail.com, Site Web: www.groupe-jadd.Simplesite.com, face-book: jadd

ooh what a suffering!!! How to get out from it?

Together let us fight against poverty for the achievement of the SDG’S in 2030 and the emergency of our dear beautiful country Cameroon in 2035.

Yes allo ! take into account the latest transactions

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email : lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Yes to a balance diet and a promotion of the agropastorale Activities for a strong and active youth

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Let us assure health and well being through a regular practise of physical activities, water consumption and healthy diet for a dynamic youth.

Sport is good for health my son

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
This year I feel that I will still have 100% of success.

It is good Marlene. Open the following file now and use the data listed.

Madame, is this formula correct?

Reduce the number of student in class in order to guarantee Quality education for a better follow up.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 670 15 89 59 / 693 34 55 54, Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: jadd jadd
Promote gender equality so as to reduce all forms of discriminations and stigma toward women and girls.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Sanitize our environment to fight water borne diseases and different forms of polutions.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD

My brother it is important to clean up our environment to fight against diseases.

What kind of work is it?
Promote renewable energies to enable access to electricity for all, for inclusive and participative development.

This lamp has significantly lowered my electricity bill.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD

Let us guarantee economic growth through decent work and promotion of e-trade.

This year, the production will be abundant!

Yes and more you can now place your orders at home by internet.
Let us encourage youth to create small and medium sized enterprises for their empowerment in order to move them away from scourges that plague the society.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions.

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD

Banish all types of inequalities by promoting equals Opportunities and access for all at all levels.

Social Service

Waaoo what a Kindness!
Let us protect sustainably our cities and villages in sustainable ways by fighting against the insalubrity.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Let us consume our products sustainably so as to give the opportunity to the next generation to enjoy the same benefits.

Stop !!! I think it will be better To cut the bunch instead of cutting their offspring.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Let us fight against the abusive cutting of trees and encourage the planting of trees or reboisement so as to fight the climatic changes.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Let us protect the sea life by fighting against marine pollution.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Let us fight against the destruction of the wildlife so as to preserve the ecosystem, the food chain and encourage ecotourism.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
No to violence! Yes to peace for a sustainable development for the inhabitants of the same country and between the countries.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions
TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
Let us be united in diversity for a sustainable and inclusive development.

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions.

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD
THE WORLD WE WANT

YOUTH IN ACTION FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF SDG’S

Together let us transform our dreams to visible actions

TEL: +237 680 13 12 71 / 659 49 15 26,
Email: lesjaddes10@gmail.com, face-book: JADD